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Empty page----aching 
for words, a glance, a gesture ... 
Love: a timeless theme. 

Jackie Watson 



On not being able to write 

Inventive ball point pen with line so thin 
Opens cascades of worlds to venture in. 
A wisp of ink leads to amazing lands, 
Where anything or nothing lies in hand. 
Of wondrous castles, knights, and dragon scales, 
Steel blue six-shooters, worn Indian trails. 
Flash of pen darting -- such undefined curves, 
Pinpoints imagination, expresses words!! 

Depressed, ashamed, unable to unlock 
The door to beauty on which I have knocked. 
Exotic sensations ink could unfold. 
Fountain of ecstacies remain untold. 
Wonder and glory echo through my mind; 
Express these on paper? -- words hard to find. 

Maggie Freeman 
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Does Peace Exist? 

Dawn awakens--singing birds play, 
Serene innocence yields delight ... 
Piercing shot shatters birth of day 
Hunters appear minds so contrite; 
Reality of nature's plight. 
Killing, maiming murderer's lease ... 
Blind desire to display might. 
Where on this earth so vast lies peace? 

Rambling fields ripe with golden spray, 
Secure family from urban blight. 
Worries few they retreat to lay ... 
Reaceful slumber blanket of night. 
Viewing life as having no right, 
Intruders descend--dreams shall cease; 
In Cold Blood ... family shot in fright. 
Where on this earth so vast lies peace? 

Isolated continent so gray, 
With jagged mountains icy white. 
Aboard their jet, tourists will pay 
To view Antarctica in flight. 
Volcanic marvel--wondrous sight; 
Until ... CRASH! ... A fiery fleece 
Devours all souls ravaging light. 
Where on this earth so vast lies peace? 

Andrea Crovatto 

Tear-stricken windows 
of life; reflecting treasured 

moments of years past. 

Andrea Crovatto 
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A poem is worth 
A thousand movements 
Making them glide 
With dignity and airs 
Proud language 
Flowing softly 
Rolling 
Off the tips of pens 
Indelibly leaving imprints 
On white china paper 
Contrasting 
and complementing 
Rigid lines 
And curling forms 
To create a work 
So powerful 
Or soft 
Driven onward 
By a forceful hand 
Enslaving the stark beauty 
Of the poem 
Beneath its pressure 
Releasing it 
Only for it to spring free 
Running rampant 
Over pages 
Never wanting to finish 
Until harnessed 
And brought under control 
Of the sweeping waves 
Of the mind 
Bringing all 
To a close. 

Brenda Gaul 

Lost on a painted 
pallet of words ... the poet 

rides the wings of dreams. 

Jackie Watson 
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Sing a silent song 
search for a voice, harmony 
Beautiful music. 

Jackie Watson 



QUEST 

Soul, you are crying 
for only my words 
can translate your desires
and my voice is shallow. 
Your dreams are of fortune 
and they live in the sky. 
My hands, in the earth 
are trying to plant the beauty 
of which you already know. 
Your wisdom lives in darkness 
and my understanding is a candle flame. 
Pleasure is a word 
you do not know 
and abstinence cannot sustain me. 

If, for an hour 
I could hear your intentions 
and see the mystery 
of your existence, 
you would not cry. 
For then I would speak chastely 
and not hide in your shadow. 

Barbara Romaine 

Faceted diamond, 

HEART COLOR 

Color my heart a dusty shade 
so as 

to cover up 
The melancholy tint 

left behind 
by you. 

Lorri Lewis 

So lovely---yet so cutting. 
Beauty worth the pain. 

Laura Green 



GENERATIONS 

Here I see: 
Someone walks before me. 
And, in your path, 
I cannot help but follow. 
Did you really know so less 
In your primitive ways, 
That puts me so ahead? 
Did your battles achieve "peace", 
or "death"? 
On your best knowledge; 
I feed and grow. 

A mirrored message; 

I keep the records, 
I mark the time. 

the politics between us 
leaves me puzzled. 
Stumbling blind, 

Still, I cannot learn 
All that you know, now, 

in search of clarity. 

For knowing death while living 
Is impossible. 
There, I see: 
Someone walks after me. 
It's not for me to tell, 
But in my path, children, 
You cannot help, 
But follow. 

A. Engstrom 

ROOTS 

The breeze rustles the branches of a tree 
Outside my window. Just as fingers, 
They form your features in my mind. 

Wavering back and forth, suspended 
In mid-air. You are able to move, 

Lisa Doan 

But unable to go anywhere, to see other places. 
I can not withstand the probing fingers 

In my mind any longer, with much 
Hesitation, I cut the tree down, quietly. 

Slowly, the fingers receed, and the 
Great bark has whimpered 
It's last sound. Please forgive me. 

But, now you must find new roots. 

Lorri Lee Lewis 
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ECHOES 

Echoes of laughter drift freely in my mind; 
Rebounding in an immense cavern of blame; 
Dim shadows of memory lurk close behind. 

Inhabiting all thoughts--an arrid terrain--
Formless nomads heard in my lamenting sigh; 
Still held captive, enslaved by persistent pain. 

Chains ... heartaches linked to pride ... vacant teary eyes ... 
Hopelessly bound with last moments ... you once cared! 
Eternal spirit destroyed ... soul left to die. 

A soft kiss ... warm remembrance---all still there, 
A mind turns to winter ... icicles of you: 
Frozen stalanite forming----leading nowhere. 

Jacqueline Watson 
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FULL MOON FIDDLER 

Moon dust sprinkled lightly over all mankind, 
Graciously resting upon their souls, 
The fiddler plays within their hearts, 
Expressing emotions of each one's thoughts. 

The Full Moon sings, 
A mellow tune, 
We listen patiently. 

While dancing swiftly 
Within the moon's shadows, 
The fiddler strums silently, 
Vibrating our strings 
Of love and sorrow, 
Creating harmony. 

So reach outward, my friends, 
Touch moon dust mountains, 
Roam within your souls, 
Hear your serenade of life. 
ThB Full Moon Fiddler 
Shines melodious light. 

Kai Kresge 

Music softly plays 

Anticipa-tion, 
Smooth wood, glistening silver, 

Deep breath---sweet music. 

Laura Green 
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bodies gently touching 
feel the earth tremble 

Susan Kramer 



FIRST BORN 

When I first saw him, held upside down, 

Long sturdy body, streaked red and blue, 

His fresh voice piercing the sterile atmosphere, 

Calm fortitude replaced relief from pain. 

Amazed and gladdened by his coming, 
Strength returned to me with great velocity. 

Should they birth in field or amphitheater, 

Women have always felt a certain ecstacy, 

Urgently empowering them with energy, 
To care for their young immediately, 
-With these thoughts compulsively I sat up

but they gently put me down. 

Charlotte Skinner 

Two children whirling 
on a carousel, laughing. 

---Time passes quickly. 

Not yet adult no more a child 
Decision are made: mature or run wild ... 

Choose a path best suited within the maze, 

Lifting confused youth through despairing haze. 

This decision paints every tomorrow, 
Making love's rewards both right and fair ... 

Determining our gladness and sorrow 
All based on how we love and how we care. 

For some, love comes from such a quick glance, 

A caring word; sharing confides the past. 

Love's shadow shyly begins to appear, 
Then blossoming to fullness through the years. 

Susan Kramer 
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Vibrantly alive ... 

TO KAREN 

Big brown eyes 
on a tiny brown face. 
They look nowhere. 
If I could 
sweet little girl, 
I would take you somewhere. 
We would touch 
all the flowers 
and sing to the sky. 
We would paint a rainbow 
and laugh with the trees. 
The gold of the sun 
would be yours 
and the animals 
would know your name. 
We'd dance and behold, 
you would smile. 

But all I can 
ever do 
is hold your small hand 
and let you discover 
a precious insect 
that pinched us both. 

Dark little one, 
if prayers would help 
I would be 
a praying mantis for you. 

Barbara Romaine 

Churning wet laughter amidst 
frothy foam bubbles. 

Grass---green neophyte! 
alone, innocent, untouched 
by crowds of clover. 

Andrea Crovatto Jackie Watson 
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Childhood stories: good and evil are plain. 
Handsome, smiling heroes - dark, scarred villains, 
Eternal foes striving for supreme reign 
To guide well or cruelly use innocents. 
On neutral ground, they wage battles intense. 
Dread evil seems to win, then good prevails: 
Saves clever Hansel from the hot ovens; 
Wakes Beauty from jealous Sleep's misty veils; 
Eases countless others of their heavy travails. 

News stories: dark tales of terror and woe. 
Poe atrocities occur every day. 
Brutal crimes causing limitless sorrow, 
Fear that corrupt leaders cannot allay. 
True villain, false hero act the same way. 
Bribery quiets an active conscience, 
Dirty money supplements meager pay, 
Frees evil to stalk helpless citizens -
From bloody murders, rapes, thefts - they have no defense. 

Dreamerst stories: fresh, brightly hued landscapes, 
Lush emerald hills under turquoise skies, 
Refuge where the haunted spirit escapes: 
Freed of duty, artistry will arise; 
Empowered by life's joy, the spirt flies, 
Looses its physical ties to the ground, 
Masters itself until the bri~f dream dies. 
Concrete reality; souls again bound; 
Their own villain minds leave Utopia unfound. 

Cynthia Charner 

Sweet reflection, don't ever lie to me; 
Don't fade away and die on me. 
Impatient time will age on, and so will I, 
Only clarity will keep me alive. 

Lisa Doan 
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THE PHOTO ALBUM OF OUR LIVES 

Yesterday is gone, and all we have left we must carry on, 
Pictures and letters of those we remember, 
Albums and mementos that will kindle forever. 

Looking back on our childhood years, reminiscing all our 
laughter, fun and tears, 

Growing up in a world of smiles and pains, 
Remember being a teen-ager, young again 

Vanishing thoughts of our first date appear, and basketball 
games year to year. 

High school days went quickly by, but the friendships we 
had will never die. 

As we looked back on our wedding day, no two people were 
happier in any way. 

So now, my dear, sleep in peace, for my love and memories 
of you will never cease, 

And when you wake up someday and see the sun, 
Look back on those days of laughter and fun. 

Mary Adams 

The toyman dims the lights, 
And leaves, like all other nights. 
The drummer leads the band; 
The dolls dance hand in hand. 
They twirl the night away, 
'Til toyman starts his day. 
For in the morning light, 
No clues left of the night. 
Silent in their places, 
Stark and staring faces ... 
Until the dusk will come, 
And the drummer beats his drum. 

Lisa Doan 
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If there were ever a fire inside my mind, 
I would save all the memories 
of you I could find. 

Leaving the bad ones to be burned 
although they were few, 
most were my fault, but the blame was taken by you. 

Blazing and hot now 
the fire still goes. 
Alas! I've got memories that are a long way from woe. 

Memories so vivid, 
the colors remain 
no clouds or fog, not even any rain. 

Looking back on charred obstacles 
which blocked my young ways 
all now have vanished 
because of new friendships and new days. 

Restricted from things 
that I love to do 
things I enjoy doing with you. 

The fog now forms 
new obstacles are created, 
one having no mercy, 
and one I have hated. 

Once I believed 
that we would work out 
now there is reason, 
for me to have doubt. 

We can still have what was 
even with little affection, 
though deep in my heart 
there's no true connection. 

The smoldering remains 
are of a color depression black 
the only thing now, 
is your love that I lack. 

Lorri L. Lewis 
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As the days pass on 
To months and years 
I will wonder 
Have we grown 
And I will know the pain of it 
And the joys 
Always changing 
And learning 
About life 
And our world 
How large 
And empty it all seems now 
Out it stretches before us 
Beckoning 
Offering its fruits 
To be discovered 
And the time will pass 
From season to season 
Alone but never by myself 
I wait for your return 
As you wait for mine 
Maybe from opposite sides 
Of the earth 
It stretches our limits 
And tests our endurance 
Because you are locked 
In this destiny 
As I am 
I have my goals 
And you have yours 
And we have ours. 

Brenda Gaul 

A mirrored message; 
the politics between us 
leaves me puzzled. 
Stumbling blind, 
in search of clarity. 

Lisa Doan 

Plmrmeting over 
obstacles-----gentle ending ... 
pool of acceptance. 

Jackie Watson 
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THE WONDER OF YOU 

All the riches in the world, can never.measure up to your potential, 
The way you love me, how you hold my hand, 
Cheering me up when things are blue, 
Being me, and letting you be you. 

So tenderly you care, and every moment we share, 
Forever in your arms I hope to be, 
Watching the sun rise by the sea, 
The sparkle in your eyes, as the sun begins to die, 
and then it is just you and me, 

In the darkness, alone, where we, together lie. 

Mary Adams 

MY EVERLASTING AND DEVOTION FOR YOU 

My love for you is like the rolling oceans, never to cease, 
My love for you is tranquil, calm and full of peace, 
My love for you are the hills, continuous in the sunset, 
My love for you is a ribbon tied around my finger, never to forget. 

My love for you is like the trees, full, blossoming, and blowing in 
the breeze, 

My love for you is like a coin, "In God I trust;'' 
My love for you is essential, I must, 
My love for you can only be, 

From now until eternity. 

Mary Adams 

YOU AND ME 

I love to see thy rocks and rills, thy woods and templed hills, 

to be with you every day, beside you in every way, 
To put your hand in my hand, we'll walk across the shore, 
Just to see the smile on your face, 

Now and forevermore. 

To gaze at the stars now and then, 
To watch the evening moon, 
To realize you're around, there is no other sound, 
But then, you turn your head and you smile, 
to me, you make my life worthwhile. 

Every day and every minute I love to be with you, 
so my darling take my hand and we'll walk across the sea, 
together, 

You and me 

Mary Adams 
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ARTIST 

Do not look into my eyes 
for you might see respect 
and admiration. 
Do not touch my hand 
for you might feel warmth. 
And when your face and words 
delight me, 
do not let me embrace you. 
When your actions are prose, 
do not allow me to show my joy. 

I do not love you with passion. 
I love you with truth. 

With all the sensuous beauty 
we could share, 
no one will let our sharing be
not even you. 
Although my heart wants nothing more

do not be my friend. 

Barbara Romaine 

Lonely gray breakers 

Glacial stars hurling 
icy knives of piercing light 
through velvet blackness 

Lisa Doan 

Mournfully weep to the sand ... 
Reluctantly true. 

Barbara Romaine 
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STRANGERS 

I seem to know the strangers best. 
The ones who make me laugh 
or contemplate 
or cry 
or love. 
They go 
and cannot touch again. 
To move from window to window 
Staying long to see some 

not looking twice at others. 
They're a mirror sometimes 
or a wall. 
Only a strangers eyes 
can let you feel the moment 
to hold it or reject it. 
Free to release it 

with not chance of seeing 
those two eyes again. 

Maybe everyone should remain a stranger. 

Barbara Romaine 

TOO LATE 

Too late 
Too late to begin 
To begin to love you 
To love you is so hard 
So hard when you are so far away 
When you're so far away I want to die 
I want to die, but then, 
But then, I want to live 
I want to live to love you 
To love you is my dream 
My dream vanishes, when I awake 
When I awake itrs just too late 
Just too late. 

Lorri Lewis 
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Below moon shadows 

IN REMEMBRANCE OF A MAN 

You poor man, you suffered so. 
Your body and soul damned by sickness 
Black in your white heart. 
How you endured for years ... 

I wish I had known you; 
Even your children didn't know you 
during those troubled years. 

Now you are gone. 
Your body rests silently 
Beneath the ground. 
You are not forgotten -
You will never be forgotten 
by those who knew you, 
and those who only 
heard of you 
as I. 

Patricia B. Ortner 

The weary old man questions 
"Where has my time gone?" 

Barbara Romaine 
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THE AGONY OF DEATH 

People comforting her as they walk by, 
She's distraught and weeping, and asking herself why. 

Looking in a cold box of a man once alive, 
Trying to decide how she will survive, 

And once again, death came knocking at someone's door. 
Chills fill her spine, the priest recites the prayers. 

And then she thinks "He's no longer mine." 
Cards and flowers are all around, 

Tears fill her eyes, as she makes a gasping sound, 
Death was present in her heart, and sorrow filled the room. 

People are gone as, she walks to the box, 
She has come for her final good-bye, 

And to leave with him her memories and the rest of her life, 
to linger and then die. 

It is all over, she must thrive on, 
She will continue to pray forevermore, 

And soon hope that death will soon knock at her door. 

Mary Adams 

REGRETS 

I planned so many plans ... but this I did not plan. 
How suddenly it happened ... but did it really happen? 
I went to visit her for only awhile ... how sad and scared her eyes 

looked ... I should have stayed longer ... why didn't I? 
Before I left, I wanted to kiss her ... why didn't I? 
Driving back home I pulled over to cry ... I wanted to turn around ... 

Just to let her know that I loved her, and needed her, and to 
please forgive me for all my stupidity. 

At home, in bed, I had convinced myself that maybe it was just a 
dream ... a bad dream that I would ask her to explain in the 
morning. 

I was awakened by a touch and a sighing voice which said; nwe have 
to go there is little time.n 

Quickly at her side, only dad and I ... she didn't even know we were 
there. 

I knew then, this was one bad dream she could never explain ... it 
was explained in front of me. 

Maybe if I had not been so foolish and turned around ... would I have 
helped her fight the battle? 

I do know, it is too late to say ... '1 I love you rna ... " 

Elizabeth Glinski 
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Death came upon us 
darkening the light of day 
eclipsing our lives 

Susan Kramer 
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Moments of silence 
dreams ... memories ... contentment 
watching the snow fall. 

Absence of meanings 
escaping reality!?! 
Complete emptiness 

Galloping through fields 
Tranquility ... free spirits 
a world of may own. 

Francine Telson 

Darkest blue crystal ... 
Bright disk glowing through spun glass ... 

Brittle air shatters. 

Dungeon sidewalk town 
I am a captive trmbling 

In possessive arms. 

Barbara Romaine 
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Just like a butterfly 
I long to be 
Flying from everything 
So graceful and free. 
The beauty of it all 
Lies down so very deep 
That when I seek and find it 
I just begin to weep. 
After pulling everything together 
Deciding not to care ----
All that's left inside me 
Is a feeling I want to share. 
A feeling that is so beautiful 
Is what it is to me ---
Flying from everything 
So graceful and free. 

Lorri L. Lewis 



""·-

lOSS OF INNOCENCE - POEM IN PROGRESS 

Where along the way was innocence lost, 
And haven't we already paid the cost, 
Or, has time the capacity to mend, 
Illusions we so innocently lend? 

Anna, you and I, in childhood pledged, 
A meeting of two men lovers alledged 
On the backporch of your father's home 
Green hills hung in shaded amber tone, 
Gold reflections empowered a dream 
That now only you and I can redeem. 

Where along the way was innocence lost, 
And haven't we already paid the cost, 
Or, has time the capacity to mend, 
Illusions we so innocently lend? 

Didn't all our lives together end too soon 
That soundless, crystal-cold, sun-strerumed noon, 
When they carried my brother from his room, 
His long body, deep in coma, down the stairs, 
Watching, knowing, sorrow torn, aware, 
Of the contradictions of beauty and despair. 

~bere along the way was innocence lost, 
And haven't we already apid the cost, 
Or, has time the capacity to mend, 
Memories we so innocently lend? 

Your father, that gallant, humorous man, 
Hands pushed in bathrobe pockets ... face wan, 
Renouned facial scar deepened with gravity, 
Knowing his disease, its indignity. 
Strolling loved grounds in adject misery. 

Where along the way was innocence lost, 
And haven't we already paid the cost? 
Or, has tinE the capacity to mend, 
Ironies we so innocently lend? 

Vera_, my sister, visiting home her last time 
Sitting out front, matriarch sublime. 
A large brimmed straw hat hiding_her lost hair ... 
Our languishing, and savoring her presence there. 
Later crying to bandage a hurt knee. 
Revealing the child that pain had made of her. 

Charlotte Skinner 



Tree 

Harsh mother of earth, bare limbs reach to her. 
Cold sky ungiving with threats of lumber. 
Naked of leaves -- brisk smack of cruel wind; 
Sinister snicker from pine tree, his kin. 
Protected, sharp needles -- lady beware, 
Your cold fingers cannot penetrate there. 
But pity deciduous; without aid, 
Alone -- faces winter's icy brigade. 

Warm spring melts last frost, tired tree shoots buds. 
A sigh ... soaks his roots in fresh rain and mud, 
New green Easter dress, pine sneers in envy 
Happy branches wave, tree in full beauty! 
For now-- comfort,- soft sunshine, gentle breeze ... 
Too soon - Madame Winter, again deep freeze. 

Maggie Freeman 
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"THE DRUID'S SONG" 

Merlinus ... Emrys ... Ambrosius ... Merlin ... 
All the same person; many names he's been. 
'Tho magic is this song's primary core, 
So not to confuse---of names, he has four! 

Bastard born with a leagcy of fire, 
Golden and flaming as an Autumn leaf; 
Blown far by the winds of his god's desire 
To heal England's strife so torment will cease. 
Emrys, child of light, with powers endowed, 
Saviour and teacher of Brittany's peace, 
Merlin, who has taken the Druids' vow, 
From darkness you fashioned mortals' release. 

Visions and prophesies seen in the flame, 
A star that dazzels the eye with its light, 
Heralds the bearer of salvation's name 
Arthur Pendragon, catalyst of right. 
Ambrosius, wise prophet of Camelot, 
Have you foreseen what this magic has weaved? 
0 Merlinus, all the wonders you've wrought 
Cannot protect you from being deceived! 

Mystic spells learned in a crystalline cave; 
Those lyrical songs and the ancient runes, 
Were turned against you by Morgan le Fay, 
Whose powers came from the dark of the moon. 
In a hollow oak she left you spell-bound; 
With your own magic arts she spoke your doom! 
Merlin to this day has never been found 
Forever alone in his hollow tomb. 

Laura Green 

Penetrating deep ... 
Raping earth's innocent depths; 

pursuing black gold. 

Andrea Crovatto 
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DIOGENES 

There are men of wisdom 
everywhere 
and nowhere. 
I search for a single one, 
mine only. 
Selfish and impossible, 
for wise men's words 
are owned by no one. 

Barbara Romaine 

FRIENDSHIP, LIKE FIRE 

Friendship, like fire: 
Needs to be fueled continually, 
Tended gently, 
Protected, watched----
If neglected, 
It slips away in a last 

Puff of smoke, leaving behind only 
Dead ashes, burnt memories. 

Friendship, like flint and steel: 
When rubbed together 
Will cause spontaneous sparks---
Igniting, spreading ... 
Consuming all those involved. 
But ... 

Instead of destruction----
A light in the dark. 

Friendship, like a lighthouse: 
Guiding lost ships over stormy seas; 
Gives warmth, comfort, protection ... 
A flame of tranquility ... 
Glows in lonely darkness---
Spontaneous sparks 

Consuming----
All those involved. 

Jackie Watson 
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HOURS TILL DAWN 

Trenches 
where humans live 
like animals, 
waiting for the next attack, 
praying there will be none, 
but knowing there will. 
Cowardly mice 
scurrying from 
the intruders. 
Silence. 
All-encompassing fear 
hanging like, 
the dreaded reality 
of death. 
Dusk descends 
upon the 
condemned land, 
and trampled bodies 
lying with faces 
turned toward the sky, 
their looks of agony 
forever implanted, 
their raging screams 
forever stilled. 
Sons-
Mothers will never see, 
or hear of again 
after the letter of 
heroism is read. 
In the distance, 
the rumble of drums 
and the enemies 
batt leery 
of victory, 
drowning out 
our silent pleas for help. 
We, who don't deserve 
this doom and damnation 
wait 
like the Winter for Spring; 
where the first of the 
blooming rosebuds 
holds on to life 
until fading away. 
So we 
hold on to life 
trying, as ever 
to put off that 
final ending; 
knowing 
it is just 
hours till dawn. 

27 
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TENSIONS 

Oceans of rage, 
Turn and twist, 
Outrageous emotions, 
That wildly dance, 
Upon confused souls. 

Red and yellow heats, 
Rapidly burn, 
Thrashing forward, 
In panic, 
Yet searching. 

Pertinent pressures, 
Demanding, 
Yet peeling, 
To find calmness, 
Within worried, 
Lakes of life. 

Kai Kresge 

There is Other Wealth Besides Your Love 

There is other wealth besides your love: 
Summer wheat fields, golden hills of plenty. 
Gentle-throated calls of a singular dove, 
Another day's useless energy spent. 

Hazy sunshine veiling morning glories. 
Innocnet streams wind through tall, slender trees. 
Creating labyrinths of memories 
And illusions of quiet worlds unseen. 

Cold-hearted orb guarding hollow sky! 
Moonbeams dance on extended limbs, faded light 
Dew absorbed meadows, mostened but still dry., 
Sunlit awakening from crysta1 night. 

Echoes of your laugh recurs in my mind, 
Shadows of memories obscure my thoughts. 
My prodigal lover, return to find 
Rejection; your lessons well taught! 

Jackie Watson 
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Morning: saffron sunlight trickles westward, 
Buttering, softening houses, roads, rees. 
Cheerful flowers dance gaily in the breeze. 
Days of spring, endless summer ... unaltered. 
Dainty birds twitter and soar unfettered, 
Blithely enjoying their lives of sweet peace. 
Indulging in pleasure till the sun flees 
Trailing festive rose streamers eastward. 

Dawn: disillusioned men wearily rise. 
Isolated lives ... universal strife ... 
Dead dreams, dead hopes - buried behind dull eyes. 
Futile repetition cuts like a knife. 
Discontent released through slight, painful sighs 
Till welcome slumber envelops each life. 

Cynthia L. Charner 

Can we now be friends without old tears? 
Somehow bind back the cord that bound us then? 
Have you really buried all your old fears? 
Do you really want to know where I've been? 
In cold blood, I cut you away from me; 
I severed the life cord that bound us thenw 
I nearly killed you just so I could be 
Is it always so; that neither will bend? 

Believe that I don't mean you harm 
You, the child I lovingly seeded 
I only wanted to keep you safe, warm 
Why was it freedom you always needed? 
I still hate you, nad yet I love you so; 
You'll soon have a child; what seeds will you sow? 

I can't cut you without wounding me, too. 
Horrified at the early graves I dig, 
It seems that is all I can ever do 
A slice of a knife, a snap of a twig. 
Snap a twig when a willow was needed 
I watched your blood ooze from the open wound 
You curse the,child you lovingly seeded 
One day you'll forgive, but it can't be soon. 

Victory is near, you labor with child 
She's born, and you're a loving parent 
The day she cut you, I knew I would smile 
Alone and lost, so aged and barren 
Mother to Mother, after all these years 
Can we now be friends without guilty tears? 

Lisa Doan 
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A rose 
I gave to you 

To show you how I felt 
With all my heart again I give 

A rose. 

Elizabeth Glinski 

THE ROSE 

The rose, a wonderous reaction 
filled with beauty and color. 
Used by lovers, their love put 
in action. 
Of such a flower, there is no 
other. 
There is another rose that is finer. 
A rose that shines brighter than 
the sun. 
A rose that is dearer to the heart. 
The Rose of Sharon. 
Is his name, who promises never 
to depart 
From those who will believe on 
his name. 
Who shall forever rule and reign 
the earth and the universe. 
The Rose of Sharon is Jesus - such 
a name to behold! 
And every knee shall bow to 
that name. 
Of the Rose of Sharon. 

Amy Oler 

A Gift 

A person, in deepest thought 
is like 
the budding rose, 
opening itself to the sunshine 
and offering the world 
a most beautiful and 
desirable gift. 

Sandy Gees 
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Mellow mourning prods my eyes to open, 
Resisting light reality of day 

Mirror of my mood; words left unspoken, 
In this situation, what can I say? 

Numbing my senses; protection from pain, 
A crusade for truth, A quest I must start ... 

Seeking to justify needing no cane, 
To comfort my spirit, conscience, and heart. 

Andrea Crovatto 

CDNFRONTATION WITH DEATH 

Unforewarned 
Cloud of Doom descends ... 

swift, merciless cessation of life. 
Loved One ... Shattered ... 

As an avulsed limb pain intense. 
Blazing swords of grief pierce heart ... 

Inflicting wounds of deep sorrow ... 
Vexation of spirit. 

Whirlpools of tears cascade-
seeking to drown reality ... 

If Only a Dream! 

Days pass quickly 
Anxiety lingers within ... 

Numbing senses; protection from pain, 
Emotional depths are delicately explored ... 

Revealing; 
Shadows of conflict ... masking resentment; 
Exasperation at inability to justify. 

Almighty Judgement undergoes brief scrutiny ... 
Perhaps a mistake 

as in Heaven Can Wait? Foolish Whimsy. 
Return to sense~.---

If Only a Dream! 

Diminishing pain ... 
As time slowly heals wormds; scars remain 

frequent rerrrrnders of years past. 
Spiritual insights entwine 

with streams of consciousness ... 
Leasing an inner peace of tranquility ... 

Satori ... 
Reflections mirrored in warm memories 

gently trickle through fragile emotions. 
Yet ... 

If Only a Dream! 

Andrea Crovatto 



Brother, I'm in a bright and brand new world. 
Brother, we wait, tense, but you're still not here, 
She touches me as my fingers unfurled, 
But her thoughts were of you, eyes blue and clear. 
She wondered if you could still be alive, 
While I screamed in horrified penitence. 
I killed you just so that I could survive, 
Smothered you with my hungry impatience. 

Lisa Doan 

Flowers 
So beautiful 
Forebidden to be snapped 
From their life 
To be pulled from the earth. 
A single flower 
Given to me 
Taken from it's rich brown soil 
Died ... for me. 
You killed, for me. 
Yourself, a flower, 
I have nothing to offer, 

but a seed. 

Lorri Lewis 

FLOWER OF LIFE 

I am a flower, 
Being encouraged by the sunny days of life, 
And nurtured by the rainy days of life. 

And when I have grown to my fullest extent, 
Then I will perish away, 
As quietly, 
For I'll be content. 

Kai Kresge 
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CHANGING 

Changing like the seasons, 
And altered by the winds of life, 
Growing like the sagebrush, 
Free and sturdy, giving of itself. 
Restless as a tumbleweed, chased by a 

lazy summer breeze. 
Learning like a baby bird, as it tries 

its wings in first flight. 
Grateful as a flower, drinking in a 

long-awaited rain. 
Loving as a doe and buck, sharing 

good and bad. 
Open as a clear blue sky, watching all 

the Earth. 
Narrow as the mole that pokes'his head 

up from the grassy ground. 
Selfish as a seagull, stealing fish from 

its brother's mouth. 
Generous as the sun, that warms a spring 

field of wild daisies. 
This is me; 
For, all I am is changing like the 

seasons, 
And altered by the winds of life. 

A. Engstrom 
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The Green 

Today my favorite color is green. 
I am surrounded by the grass and leaves 
of it. 

It hears me if I have words to share. 
But if I want solitude 
it will not interrupt me. 

It cools me in the warm. 
Yet lets the sun through 
to caress. 

My mind is free to capture 
and create, 
to disgard the blues and greys. 

My thoughts pervade its quiet 
and make the sound of still 
to swallow time and me. 

Barbara Romaine 
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Treasured memories 

LOST 

Lost on a painted pallet of phrases, 
The poet rides the wings of dreams. 
Creating labyrinths of memories: hazed 
Illusions of quiet worlds unseen. 

Plummeting over obstacles - empty pages 
Aching for words, gestures, timeless themes. 
Lost on a painted pallet of phrases, 
The poet rides the wings of dreams. 

Energy spent on a productive day, 
Reality obscures visions he sees . 
Abstraction beckons - not what it seems. 
Producing memories in minds to stay. 
Lost on a painted pallet of phrases. 

Jackie Watson 

drowning in whirlpool of tears 
Deceit ... Scavengers!!! 

Jackie Watson 
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Dawn ... Dusk ... Restless succession of days. 
Friendly past, present-- foreign tomorrow, 
Each year's passing begins or ends a phase. 

Simple beginnings, no divergent ways: 
Birth of a child, time of joy -- and sorrow. 
Dawn ... Dusk ... Restless succession of days. 

Hopeful, eager youths directed by praise 
Adopt their world's standards: choices narrow. 
Each year's passing begins or ends a phase. 

Hushed awakening, breathless loving ways, 
Solitude melds into oneness thorough. 
Dawn ... Dusk ... Restless succession of days. 

Marriage -- families age with a phrase, 
Maturity traced furrow by furrow, 
Each year's passing begins or ends a phase. 

Weary old age. Life veiled in dusty haze. 
Cyclic completion, no time to borrow. 
Dawn ... Dusk ... Restless succession of days. 
Each year's passing begins or ends a phase. 

Cynthia L. Charner 

Why you? 
sparkling brightly 
like brand new ornaments 
undisguised---worthless tinsel ... like 
others. 

Jackie Watson 

Diamond 

Waiting 
in 

the bronze shade 
of winter sunlight 

she turns and raises her eyes 
up to happiness -

he has come 
home. 

Barbara Romaine 



TO BE AN ONLOOKER 

Driving. The tunnel of leaves overhead -
Red, yellow, and orange; 
Sun glistens on wet colors. 
Riding. Pushing leaves aside. 
Everything looks different, 
So different, when one is inside 
From when one is an onlooker. 
Homer. Lives in his stories. 
Ulysses. Hero but human, 
Brave and emotional. 
Lives through adventure 
Which cannot be fully 
Shared by an onlooker. 
Sirens. Beautiful but deadly. 
Voices to men like 
Fire to moths -
Irresistible. 
Follow and doom. 
It is real to one there, 
But hard to express 
To an onlooker. 
Life's stories. Liveable to some, 
Unliveable to others. 
Emotional versus unemotional 
People versus Nature. 
So hard to understand 
When one is an onlooker. 

Patricia B. Ortner 



A Matter of Pride 

Helios saddled his powerful steeds, 
And blazed across an awakening sky. 
Taming a fiery chariot of needs, 
His great energy makes urgent heat fly. 
Man---comparable to no other breed; 
Great triumph sparkles in his burning eye. 
As he conquers every living thing. 
Sky---: empty domain----Apollo the king. 

Arousing warmth feeds hungery countryside; 
It consumes ardor with unsatisfied thirst. 
Anguish fulfilled---a God's ruled abides. 
Earth's bodies tremble, shake--molecules burst. 
Passionate horses of this hero guide 
To youthful Daphne: sparkling virginity. 

Daphne, Goddess of crystal morning dew, 
Cances among meadows on moistened hills, 
Oblivious to Apollo's rays. Few 
Caress her silken, pure skin. Daphne still 
Untouched by ardent passion, absorbs new 
Sensation: an empty hunger to fill. 
Daphne tantalizes God of the sun, 
Desire to untie each other: One. 

Captivated by Daphne, taste so sweet ... 
Apollo lusts for crystal bride. 
Fearful of eager passion, dew retreats 
From fiery breath---a matter of pride? 
Daphne raises her hands as if to plead ... 
The heated God summons ... powers subside. 

Possessive of new found beauty so deep, 
He erupts with overpowering pride. 
Persuing Daphne with winged feet, 
Apollo gains speed with every panting stride. 
Daphne pleads to Zeus--her pureness to keep. 
Exhaulting power, he answers her cry: 
Feet become rooted; her hands become leaves; 
Bark enclos'd quivering limbs: Laurel tree. 

Apollo stops---remains quiet in flight; 
Unnerved by vanishment of his new love. 
Daphne's beauty--forever gone from sight-
Only a Laurel--a relic of love. 
He caresses the limbs ... lamenting his plight ... 
And banishes tears of continuous love. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
He picks up his reins, steers hot-healthy steeds ... 
Supplying warmth for the countryside's needs. 

Jackie Watson 
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Kaleidoscopic Visions 

Eyes dim ... opening door ... beckons world of dreams. 
Kaleidoscopic visions---all become~keys 
Leading to abstract lives---roles---not what they seem. 

Idealistic Don Quixote becomes me!-
An explorer of hopes ... impossible dreams ... 
Finds unreal windmills in all visions he sees. 

Ride with Jolly Rogers---inner spirits gleam; 
Anticipation---Conquests: women ... gold! 
Sense of power for the fatal pirate team. 

Battlefield of soldiers ... lonely and cold, 
Loyally fighting an unbeatable war. 
Death, the enchantress---beckons---men's lives untold. 

Eyes slowly open ... worlds fade ... A sunlit shore ... 
Kaleidoscopic visions are locked away. 
Abstractions dim ... Reality! Close the door! 

Jacqueline Watson 

Sky 

Endless blue heavens, virgin without care; 
Only touched by soft wisps of angel hair. 
Sea of forever, extending her reach, 
Soft blue sild, veiling all sadness she meets. 
Whispering sweet spring, gentl~ breeze enchants. 
Beneath her calm twilight, lovers will dance. 
Diamond eyes twinkle; vigil to keep ... 
Blue shades darken, dreaming, she fades to sleep. 

Morning erupts violating her peace 
Heat's Apollo her chastity to cease, 
Raging chariot exposing her fears, 
Blue innocence stabbed by blazing orange spears. 
Leave-her frightened, in deep purples she cries; 
Birth of a'new day reflects in her eyes. 

Maggie Freeman 
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Collecting sea shells 
sun's rays shimmering on water 
sound of the pounding waves 

Susan Kramer 
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THE RUNAWAY PLACE 

Out of the darkness of the woods, 
Into a field of light, 
My feet carry me. 
Though the fields wind, 
Grabs my legs, 
As if they 1 re trying to hold me back, 
From my freedom place, 
I fight with fury to get to the peek, 
Of the runaway place. 

Susan Guggenheim 
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PEACE IS ALL AROUND 

To hear a seagull flying above the sea, and for me, 
he's nowhere bound, but-

Peace Is All Around 

Oceans rustling on the white sand, and the sunset at hand, 
there's still a sound saying-

Peace Is All Around 

To walk the white shore, to run with God on my side, 
Wherever I'm bound-

That's Peace-All Around 

Mary Adams 



THE EMPTY PALETTE 

White porcelainpalette; innocent, unstained, 
Carefree as a newborn, small hands still clean. 
Pure, unprejudiced -- until squeeze of paint; 
Jealousy blurts out in envious green. 
Tube of orange burns with anger and fire, 
Creates purple violence, savage war. 
Danger ---- pulse red, bloody life expire, 
Chaos of color, riot etching scars. 

Swirling hues mesh to biased, soiled brown, 
All shades guilty, black conscience - heavy breath. 
Races in desolate mourning abound, 
Pigments muted by thick shadow of death. 
Once innocent palette cries weary blue, 
Porcelain tarnished-- bigot'd world's shameful hue. 

Maggie Freeman 

YULETIDE GLANCE 

The charms that govern the festive season 
Frequently lavish, but within reason. 
Shoppers converge common intent on mind, 
Gathering gifts; the same annual grind. 
Despite large crowds and congested traffic, 
Spirits remain lit as a candlestick. 
There's something in the air, words cannot say ... 
Kids of all ages await Christmas Day! 

December 25th ... arrived at last, 
Presents now opened; all join in the blast 
Laughing and sharing ... The family as one, 
United this holiday God's work is done. 
The time has come to give thanks to the Lord, 
Our faith and love; His only reward. 

Andrea Crovatto 
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SELF-CONSTRUCTED CAVE 

Desolation---a self constructed cave ... 
Unclimable walls frame a barren place, 
Where silence echoes and haunts my haven. 
No escape ... self-suspended time and space, 
Solitude pervades the air without a trace. 
A haunted refuge ... unforgotten tears 
Erode and scar an expressionless face. 
Emptiness torments-----recurs in my ears; 
Trapped in a self-constructed cave! Lonliness--

Fear. 

Jackie Watson 

Heated, sweaty skin 
dripping----anticipation 
tense rr.ruscles----players! 

Jackie Watson 
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BALLAD 

It must be found somewhere, 
It is always in my dreams ... 
Yearning for my presence 
To join its peaceful scenes. 

Rambling down a country road, 
I come upon a place 
Breathtakingly beautiful; 
Blessed with nature's grace. 

I knew I'd find it somewhere 
It was always in my dreams ... 
Yearning for my presence 
To join its peaceful scenes. 

My utopia discovered, 
I may finally be at peace; 
With flowers, trees, sand, and seas ... 
My worries all shall cease. 

Andrea Crovatto 

LIARS 

Hustling through crowds 
on the way to 
who-knows-where? 
Now and 
then 
catching glimpses 
in the mirrors, 
of blank faces 
hiding behind 
broken minds. 
Quick! 
Retreat 
behind that mask 
of zombie-likeness, 
and let no one see 
the decrepit truths 
that have denied 
the faith 
of life to blossom. 
Who were liars-
are now 
mesmerized, frightened drifters, 
hiding their useless souls. 

Sandy Gees 
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Walk the never-ending path 
to find all of your dreams. 

Travel the rough and rocky road, with its 
hidden horrors and schemes. 

Watch for the spider, who seeks 
to entangle you in his web. 

And the snake, always at ready, 
to strike until you're dead. 

Be weary of the ground; 
of its sturdy composition. 

It holds the power to swallow, 
you, as well as your ambition. 

You must walk this path 
to discover your dreams. 

No matter how rough and frightening, 
your journey may seem. 

Abandon all of your worries, 
and discourage all your fears. 

You must remember to do this, 
through misfortunes and tears. 

Throughout your walk, 
remain willing and courageous, 

Simply because you're traveling, 
through life's many stages. 

Go onward and strive, 
to realize your dreams. 

Never pause in the middle, 
cross over the streams. 

Reach out for your goals, 
this is what you must do. 

If you are weary of life's schemes, 
all your dreams may come true. 

Lorri L. Lewis 
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We all have 
Our own different styles 
Through which we perform 
Communicate ourselves 
To the world saying: 
I am me 
I have my own creative way 
Of getting through to you 
Soaking in the atmosphere 
And trying to blend 
Into the environment 
Speaking through it 
And creating 
Because of it 
Being an artist 
In a world where we are 
Accepted for what we are 
Transmitting our peace 
And inner emotions 
Through the canvas 
And the pen 
Using each release differently 
And analyzing the differences 
To gain from them 
And grow through them. 

Brenda Gaul 



Afraid said I 
I said to he. 

Afraid to admit 
You're in love with me? 

Assuming, I said, 
Is not very good; 

It can only result 
In not being understood. 

Loving can really, 
only be done 

By plastic people 
whose hearts cannot run. 

Losing, I said 
Is so hard to do, 

Especially when the person 
I've lost is you. 

Talking is so far 
Behind us now, 

Too late to ask 
The question of "How?" 

Feelings, I said, 
Are my point of view. 

It enables me to see, 
If passions are true. 

Relating, is now, what we've got to do here ---
If only by feelings, please, come and be near. 

Lorri L. Lewis 

Sweet reflection, don'tever lie to me 
Don't fade away and die on me. 
Impatient time will age on, and so will I, 
Only clarity will keep me alive. 

Lisa Doan 
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Perhaps too long ago ... 

Waiting ... 
as rain falls, cascades of life; 
the internal drummer intensifies ... 

a mind wanders. 
Familiar-faced stranger ... 

vacuous knight from a lost fairy tale 
called to renew an old passion; 
to revive a starved blossom in a whithered heart. 

The lover in me, now barren in her personal wasteland ... 
such painful hibernation. 

I pray for rejuvenation of the seed 
and the return of lost ardency; 
yet, fear the exposure of that foolish gentleness, 

the release of a well-spring 
which soothed him, my tough-skinned babe-

a man needing shelter from his phantoms. 
Should he regain her silken breast 

that cradled his love in restless days? 
DANGER! 
Entrapped by a barrage of fears and memories, 

a deepening trench of feeling on all sides-
no way out. 

Ah love, that tender misery! 

Wendy Wilde 
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THE KISS 

Hovering, 
like a thundercloud 
overhead, 
I felt its approach. 
Soft and gentle 
like a raindrop, 
it fell upon 
my anxious brow. 
There it has stayed 
these many days, 
drowned in the flood 
of emotions. 

Sandy Gees 





THE APPLE MONKEYS 

The tar was gooey under my feet. I looked behind me. Just as I 
had thought, there were toe prints on the road following us. 

Walking beside me was my three-years-older-than-I sister, Helene. 
Her blonde hair caught every sparkly sunbeam. The two of us chugged 
down the road in our light summer clothes, watching the funny sassafras 
hands wave hello as we tooted by. 

Helene and I passed typical shore houses - old, weatherbeaten, 
lived in, unusual, well loved, used - and, pointing to one, she said 
matter-of-factly, 

11That's where the old lady lives.n I could tell right away that 
Helene thought I would be a lot more impressed than I was. Goodness 
me, I thought, my grandmother was almost forty. 

"So?" 

"Patti told me she carves apples and they turn to monkeys.n Now 
this was real information. Patti was Helene's new-found shore friend, 
an omniscient near-goddess, (it was too degrading to put Patti in the 
mortal class with us) three years older than I, a real power figure. 
She also could sit on her hair and had eight brothers and sisters. 

Why would anyone carve an apple, much less want to? 

If the apples turned to monkeys, then I had read about that kind 
of thing - and magic scared me. 

"Oh," I whispered, awed. nYou mean like Samantha in 'Bewitched'?n 
Looking nervously at the house, I noticed some unusual things. There 
was ivy growing over the arch and the front path wasn't slate, like 
ours. It was brick. I moved a little closer to Helene. 

"No, silly, they're just apple-monkeys.n Helene pushed me away 
disgustedly. 

"What are apple-monkeys?n Helene, don't you see how vicious the 
house looks? Any minute a monkey will come running out of the house, 
panting, and cling to me for protection. Oh, please, I prayed, I'm 
too young to be changed into a monkey. 

11 An apple-monkey? Oh. Well, that's when the lady first carves a 
funny face in the apple and then lets it shrivel up and get all 
wrinkly and old. 11 This last sentence was rushed, because Helene was 
showing me how someone shriveled up and got old. It looked like she 
lost her spine. 

nHow do you know?n I breathed, my eyes cemented on her spine. 

"Patti told me." She suddenly straightened up again. 
"Oh." Then it had to be true. Still, I didn't want to take any 

chances. The whole house was surrounded by mountainous, overgrown 
hedges. The tall maples guarded the house fiercely, threatening to 
stretch out their strong branches to pluck me from the ground. I walked 
a little faster. 

"Come on and stop being such a slowpoke. Let's get home.n 

I had a nightmare that night. 

Betsey Eckert 
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Pure cadence--Crickets 
Singing Nature's lullaby . 

.. . Fresh ... serene ... sleepy ... 

Laura Green 




